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Preface

While working on Books in Early Modern Norway (Brill, 2011), I became aware 
of the high number of books portraying non-European peoples and cultures 
included in Norwegian eighteenth-century book collections. Fortunately, I was 
granted a post-doctoral scholarship by the Research Council of Norway, which 
enabled me to plunge further into the many quite exotic books dealing with far 
away worlds. While carrying out this research, I was attached to the Depart-
ment of Archaeology, History, Cultural Studies and Religion, University of 
Bergen, and I would like to thank my colleagues there for endorsing my project, 
with special thanks to Mona Farstad, Ingvild Gilhus, Richard Natvig, Karstein 
Hopland and Lisbeth Mikaelsson who showed me particular encouragement. 
I’ve also been greatly inspired by professors Nils Gilje and Charlotte Appel, 
who deserve my profound gratitude for all the knowledge that over the years 
they have willingly shared with me. I’m also indebted to Ursula Philips and 
Rona Johnston Gordon for the various types of assistance they have given me 
along the course of this project. Today, I work at the Regional State Archives 
of Bergen, where I have the pleasure of being surrounded by knowledgeable 
co-workers and an ever-inspiring leader, Yngve Nedrebø. Needless to say, I’m 
also indebted to friends and family, past and present, who over the years have 
supported me and shown interest for my work. Thank you all!
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Introduction

Location is well established as a key to printing and book distribution. In 2010 
the editors of Geographies of the Book, Miles Ogborn and Charles Withers, 
looked back to Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin’s L’Apparition du livre 
of 1958 and recaptured how printing presses spread across western Europe in 
distinct patterns formed by economic and political impetuses interlinked with 
the intellectual-religious climate(s) of the day.1 Books, they argue, can also be 
understood in terms of a specific geography of production: printing practices 
were often unstable processes dependent on local factors that included the 
various networks of supply and distribution. The book has its own geography, 
mapped as we explore not just its physical text with its words and sentences, 
but also its paratext, including its cover, title page, and preface.2

1 Ogborn and Withers investigate the theme ‘geography and books’ in Miles Ogborn and 
Charles W. J. Withers (eds.), Geographies of the Book (Farnham: Ashgate, 2010); see in 
particular their “Introduction: Book Geography, Book History,” 1-25.

2 When discussing textual stability, Ogborn and Withers point to the positions of Elizabeth L. 
Eisenstein, who in her now classic The Printing Press as an Agent of Change: Communications 
and Cultural Transformations in Early-Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1979) advocates for the revolutionary impact of printing, and Adrian Johns, who 
in his The Nature of the Book: Print and Knowledge in the Making (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998) points to the very instability of the printing process even long after 
Gutenberg’s invention. On the geography of the book itself, Ogborn and Withers draw our 
attention to William H. Sherman, “On the Threshold: Architecture, Paratext, and Early 
Print Culture,” in Agent of Change: Print Culture Studies after Elizabeth L. Eisenstein, eds. 
Baron, Lindquist and Shevlin (Amherst and Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 
2007), 67-81. Here Sherman stands in the tradition of Gérard Genette, Paratexts. Thresholds 
of Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997) and Jerome J. McGann, 
The Textual Condition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991). A recent enterprise that 
elaborates on the complex process of bookmaking is Richard B. Sher’s much celebrated The 
Enlightenment & the Book. Scottish Authors & Their Publishers in Eighteenth-Century Britain, 
Ireland & America (Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press, 2006). Light is shed 
on the relationship between texts as material objects, book circulation, and consumption 
as well as on economic exchange by Authorship, Commerce and the Public. Scenes of Writing, 
1750-1850 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002) edited by E. J. Clery, Caroline Franklin 
and Peter Garside. 
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10 Libraries and Enlightenment

 This book deals with the geography of the book in two distinct forms. First, 
it provides a statistical account of books describing the world and its peoples 
that we find in learned libraries in Enlightenment Norway.3 (Other periodiza-
tions have located the ‘long Enlightenment’ within the years between ca. 1685 
and ca. 1815; here the Enlightenment is placed within the time span from 
1750 to 1800). Second, it considers ‘content’, specifically the presentation of 
disparate peoples in a number of best-selling works. The result is a two-tier 
book-historical ‘archaeology’, to borrow Michel Foucault’s term. Implicitly, 
a third form of geography is also addressed, namely, the importance of the 
national context to book distribution, for every physical geography entails its 
own culture of book production and book distribution.4
 Why undertake such a study? The central importance of the discovery of 
‘outer worlds’ in the early modern period has long been recognised. The rapid 
increase in long-distance travel to all corners of the world made that world 
seem smaller as new trade routes were established, goods exchanged and maps 
printed. These cross-cultural meetings were described in books, where they were 
related to those who had not participated personally and where frameworks for 
their interpretation were forged. Following Gutenberg’s invention of movable 
type, texts about other peoples and their cultures were printed and distributed 

3 This study joins a number of works that consider book occurrences within a specific intel-
lectual context. Particularly significant are Robert Darnton, The Forbidden Best-Sellers of 
Pre-Revolutionary France (New York: W.W. Norton, 1995) and Roger Chartier, The Cultural 
Uses of Print in Early Modern France (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987). Also 
to be noted is David Lundberg and Henry F. May, “The Enlightened Reader in America,” 
American Quarterly 28/ 2 (1976): 262-293. In 2011, Wayne Bivens-Tatum considered the 
relationship between the values of the Enlightenment and the development of modern 
American academic and public libraries in his Libraries and the Enlightenment (Los Angeles: 
Library Juice Press). For the Norwegian context, I have elaborated on book distribution 
and its connection to intellectual trends in Book Collections of Clerics in Norway, 1650-1750 
(Leiden: Brill, 2010) and Books in Early Modern Norway (Leiden: Brill, 2011). A focus on 
book type is found in Andrea Immel and Michael Witmore (eds.) Childhood and Children’s 
Books in Early Modern Europe, 1550-1800 (New York and London: Routledge, 2006), in 
which some contributions look specifically at the period of the Enlightenment.

4 See in particular Roy Porter and Mikuláš Teich (eds.), The Enlightenment in National Context 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), and also Roy Porter, Enlightenment: Britain 
and the Creation of the Modern World (London: Penguin Books, 2001). Recent research 
on the impact of the Enlightenment has moved away from an elite focus on the writings 
of the philosophes to the transmission of Enlightenment ideals to the common man; see 
for example, Thomas Muck, The Enlightenment: A Comparative Social History 1721-1794 
(London: Arnold, 2000).
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